Peter and Paul

Location: Peter-und-Paul-Strasse, 9010 St.Gallen
Type of contract: Competition, 1st Prize 2013
Construction phase: 2016 - 2018
Client: PP44 AG
Construction volume: CHF 7.5 Mio. (BKP 1-9)
Provided services: 100% TL SIA 102
Landscape architecture: Brunner Landschaftsarchitekten GmbH, St. Gallen
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Programme
Apartment building with 11 rental flats
Concept
The apartment building has the same
characteristic alignment of the other
buildings along Peter-und-Paul-Strasse.
In its volumetric approach towards the
street, the building takes up the smallscale grain of the surroundings, which is
characterised by detached and semi-detached houses. In contrast to the street side,
the building appears as a stately villa on
the city side. Horizontal and vertical
balcony elements divide the long facade.
The house develops its characteristic
expression through the tower-like expression of the round balconies and the attic
projecting locally to the level of the
facade. At the top, a wind vane sets a
playful accent.
Due to the slight bend in the linear axis,
the building adapts to the natural terrain
and opens up in the south to form a large
meadow area, typical of the neighbourhood.
A pavilion with a fireplace – derived from
the previous building and the neighbouring property – allows the garden to be
collectively used and experienced. All
eleven apartments are accessed via the
same main entrance from Peter-und-PaulStrasse. In addition to the two attic
apartments, a third, attic-like apartment
with living and dining room with higher
ceilings was made. Three apartments have
direct access to the garden. The other
apartments benefit from large balconies
in front.
Based on the models of classic middleclass plan types, contemporary apartments were created to suit different
living models. Generous entrance areas
allow the apartments to be entered in
different ways. Circular corridors reinforce the effect of scale of the apartments.
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